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Thank you ISO !!
As one of North America’s leading manufacturers of casters, and an organization whose 
success has been built on the quality of its products, there was little question that Algood would 
complete the ISO 9001 certification process. What was unexpected was that the ISO 
procedure has created a quality perspective that is shaping the manufacturing process 
and has made Algood even more competitive.!!
Many manufacturers look at ISO certification like passing an exam – as something you have to 
do to display the ISO registration number on your promotional material. At Algood, we saw it as 
a means to improve quality and customer satisfaction by continuously optimizing the 
manufacturing operation. In addition, lower production costs and higher productivity are helping 
to keep product pricing down.! !!

The days of having quality control inspectors on a production 
line are gone. The tag that says, "inspected by #23” is a thing 
of the past. The reality is that visual inspection is never 
perfect.   Ensuring the highest levels of product quality for our 
valued customers each and every time requires an optimized 
process approach. Quality is not something that takes place 
after parts are manufactured but is built into the part & 
process design and achieved through the rigor of advanced 
product quality planning and risk analysis.!!
Here’s an example. A caster had to be designed with four 
built-in nuts on the mounting plate. This eliminates the 
requirement of separately providing the customer with nuts to 

fasten the caster to the frame as well as eliminating one extra inventory item. It reduces the time 
of assembly and improves productivity for our customers. A robust process of clinching nuts 
onto the mounting plate was designed. But how do you 100% ensure that all four nuts will be 
present on the mounting plate? !!
Complying with ISO standards required developing an error-proofed process. To meet this 
requirement, three measures were implemented. First, a nut-picking station was designed with 
sensors that would only allow the process to continue if all four nuts were placed on the plate at 
the clinching station. Second, another sensor was placed at the exit of the clinching station to 
automatically verify that all four nuts were clinched properly. Plates with any nuts that are 
missing or incorrectly clinched are routed through a logic-activated pneumatic cylinder to a 
reject bin. The third layer of protection was at the assembly table, where the yoke is assembled 
to the mounting plate with a raceway. Sensors were placed to verify presence of all four properly 
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clinched nuts prior to the placement of the raceway. Logic-controlled sensors automatically 
reject plates with any missing nuts. Additional measures were put in place to ensure that all 
sensors are functioning correctly through a sensor verification procedure with “dummy” parts 
with missing nuts. The process guarantees that no customer will receive a caster with a nut 
missing.!!
For Algood, the real measure of ISO compliance is customer satisfaction. ISO provides the 
guideline or the minimum standard but how you build the manufacturing process will determine 
the real quality of the product. The more robust the process is, the greater customer satisfaction 
will be. We are even working with companies in our supply chain to ensure that they too are 
implementing the highest possible quality standards.!!
ISO did way more than provide a string of numbers we can display on our catalog. It opened our 
eyes to a better way to look at quality. We can now produce more parts at a faster rate because 
there are fewer delays related to quality assurance. We are producing an even better product 
with higher rates of productivity that are keeping costs down and customer satisfaction is going 
through the roof. Thanks ISO!!!!
!
For more information on how Algood can provide solutions for wheel and caster needs,  
call 1-800-254-6633 or email sales@algood.com. Visit our website at www.algood.com.


